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Introduction

At present we are more and more convinced that education is the main problem 
of the further human deyelopment.1 Education is the strongest preventive factor 
against human and social failure. In the practical life it means that it is necessary to 
change the relationship between education and upbrińging towards encouragement 
of upbringing.2 „Because of social shocks and social changes, which Slovak society 
comes through at present, Slovak family reflects relatively stabile social form, mo- 
reover it influences all over social tradition and education of its members towards 
the values“.3

Education is a perpetual problem. Also at present the well-known truth, that if 
people want to exist, they must educate, is intensively confirmed. Many specialists 
from difFerent areas have gradually achieved the above-mentioned conclusions during 
searching for the global human problem solution.

If we want to answer the ąuestion, what education is necoled at present, it 
is necessary at first to answer such ąuestions as for example: What is the sense of
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human being. How to recognize human personality. What are possibilities of human 
influence and development? The above-mentioned questions are not new. People had 
already tried to solve them in the ancient times. The new point of view is the problem 
in which situations people want to solve these ąuestions.

Necessity of solving the above-mentioned ąuestions is given by the develop- 
ment of present science and techniąues, by huge possibilities of media, by intercon- 
nection and faster flow of information all over the world, by entreving of computers 
and multimedia into the lives of every person. They also inconsiderately change 
possibilities of education and bringing up children, but they also represent big threats 
of planet liquidation by war, gradual individualization of our environment, causing 
human psychical insecurity, illnesses, starvation, unemployment, racism and diffe- 
rences between poor and rich people.4

Some assertions put forward by public respected specialist say about mistakes 
or failure of traditional philosophies and approved educational theories, which repre
sent the conclusion of their theories, philosophies and solutions for the postmodem 
world crises solution. For example:
• „We are educated, but bad”. (Carl Rogers)
• „We are in the 21 st century with our brain, but our heart is in the Stone age” (Erich 

Fromm)
• „We can change our world only by education and deflect the catastrophe of human 

self-destruction...” (cardinal Tomko)
• „It is necessary to look for the solution of our civilization in three factors: in 

education, science and techniąues and In the new media politics” -  say the mem- 
bers of the Roman club King and Schneider in the book The First Global Revo- 
lution.

Necessity of changes in education is given by the fact that at present it is not 
sufficient for a person to be only cleyer and educated; he or she must be also a good 
person. Reality shows that behavior of children, youth and adults is radically chan- 
ging towards a non-acceptable behavior. It is not sufficient to state, that behavior of 
children and youth is getting worse. It should be the challenge for parents, guardians, 
media and the whole society to solve this problem.

In the recent ten years we can notice the rise of violent delinąuency. While ih 
the sixties worse asocial behavior was more than a rarity, in the seventies this situation 
waseren a little bit worse. We could see it in the higher freąuency of crimes. In the 
eighties violent crimes were breaking out. In the nineties there was a remarkable rise 
of the number of criminals among of children and the young more than twice, and 
this; rise culminated in 1996, when there was more than 23 000 criminals younger 
than 18. The big^est group is formed by young people, who comnitted crimes against 
property.

Mainly after 1989 the growth of socio-pathological was typical for our society. 
The criminality has increased rapidly, huge number presents the rise of organized 
crimes, and also different forms of social parasitism, unemployment, homelessness 
and óther factors, which we practically did not know. Erom the educational point of
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view the society is alarmed at the nens that not only adult criminality grows but also 
delinąuency of children and young people.5

Crime rate of young criminals presents very often the characteristics of an evo- 
lutionary stadium of young person. The object of the interest or the subjects of attack 
are mainly things which are attractive for young people, things which are modem 
or attractive for fulfillment of certain life style. There are many reasons, which have 
caused degradation of situation in the area of young people crime rate in our country 
in recent years.

It is mainly the transformation of the political system and the release of totality 
system control of every person. Also newly opened space for business decreased some 
parents’ interest of their children. Many organizations, that previously had fulfilled 
free time of youth, were transformed and many of them were liąuidated. Very serious 
reason for fast youth and children crime growth is considered weakening of primary 
prevention of soćio-pathological phenomenon from the side of primary educational 
factors and global „family crises” in the post communist countries.

As Mr Ondrejkovi5 presents,6 from the point of the criminals age structure is 
mainly growing the number of criminals at the age category up to 15. In our con- 
ditions we can talk about a remarkable growth of burglary, intentional injury on 
health, robbery by breaking and entering, fires, explosions and on the crime related 
to the drugs (8,5-10,5%). The criminals, who are at the age from 15 to 18, participate 
mainly in murders, robberies, intentional injury of health, sexual abuse, burglaries by 
breaking in and entering houses, trouble making and on the crimes connected with 
the drugs. (approximately 17-18,5%).

We can observe the rate of youth on the crimes in all kinds of crimes -  against 
property, violent, morał and also that which is committed conceming the drugs. The 
exception is the economical crime that is the domain of experienced criminals.

The youth has the highest rate on the property crimes. The way of its commit- 
ment, place, as well as the subject of interest is remarkably different and it depends 
on age, but also on psychical and physical condition of individual. Among children it 
is mainly smali stealing at school but also shop-lifting, bicycle stealing and suchlike. 
Among teenagers it is mainly stealing caused by breaking in and entering into the 
cellars, flats and shops. Their aim is usually to get the property, desire for wealth but 
also the desire for adventure.

Violent criminal acts are displayed in different forms. It can be blackmailing, 
victimization, hold-up, grievous bodily harm, in extraordinary cases there were re- 
corded murders, which were caused by children and teenagers.

In these cares the motive for committing a criminal act is interesting. Very often 
ltis the acąuisition of property or other benefit, the effort to show the power and co- 
urage before other members of the group, the degradation of weaker members of the 
group but also the solution of ćonflict and serious persónal and family problems.

5 J. H ro n c o v a , Anałyza vyvinovych tendencii a sućasneho stavu delikwencie mladistvych v SR a Bansko- 
bystrickom kraji s osobitnym zretelom na rodinne prostredie, [in:] „Pedagogicka revue“, roć. 52, ć. 5, 2000, s. 456- 
-461.
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A special kind of crime that is very closely connected with all aboye mentioned 
crimes is a drug crime.

In 2003 2136 drug depended people were treated in Slovakia. In the age cate- 
gory up to 14 underwent treatment for 1,4% patients drug depehdence. The biggest 
group of drug dependence was created by the age group from 20 to 24, which made 
42,9%.7 .

The dominant drug of drug depended people in 2003 was heroin -  51,8% of 
the patients.

By originationofasocialtoantisocialactsthatleadtotheconflicts with the law 
and result in crime there are several factors. For every individual different factors can 
be dominant and therefore it is important to understand eyolutionary unusualness, 
mainly in the period of adolescence, when opinions, attitudes and many habits and 
generał behavior are formed. At the stage of qualitative economic and also social 
changes it is necessary tó work with the youth with behavior defects and certain 
criminal experiences especially sensitively and professionally.

Problems of young delinąuency are the subject of study in several scientific 
disciplines. Pótential reasons of delinąuent behavior are considered intemal, and 
extemal conditions of human evolution.

Intemal reasons are inherent in human personality. Certain people are more 
dispósed for criminal acts. It is certain natural or obtained inclination caused by 
illnesses, injuries and so on.

By considering personality features we can classify into criminal displays 
deformed values, false attitudes, impulsiveness, non orderliness, instability, egocen- 
tricity, lack of interests, negative relationship, worse marks and bad marks or Iow 
sense of guilt.

By the study of extemal causes of delinąuency we have to pay the biggest 
attention to the family. „Family has become legitimately the basie bunk of civilized 
human society”.8 Other exogenous causes are: the influence ofschool, free time and 
the way of its spending and with free time connected the influence of the same age 
groups. Media play an important part.

Family environment remarkably influences all aspects of children personality 
from the early age up to adultness. „Family rules are given by the boards and they 
present the basics of self discipline formation and authority respect”.9 Criminal re- 
searches prove that criminality is clorely connected with the number of children in 
the family. Low income per one person in the family, degree of education obtained 
by parents, number of children and with children connected living conditions, lower 
possibility of children’s control from parents side and neglected; houss are strong 
cnmmality causing factors.

In family environment there chairacters of people, their attitudes to other people, 
work and society are formed. The important part in family life plays cooperation of

7 Sprava o bezpećnostnej situacii v SR za rok 2003, Bratislava 2003.
8 J. O b e ruć yNevyhnutnoupodmienkou uspeśnosti rodinnej vychovy jepripravenost\ rodićov k tejto ćinnos- 

ii, [w:] Zagrożenia współczesnej rodziny wieloaspektowośćpomocy instytucjonalno-prawnej red. G. M akiełło- 
Jarża, Kraków, Krakowska Szkoła Wyższa im. Andrzeja Frycza Modrzewskiego 2005, s. 24.

9 V. C abanoya, Yychoyak tradićnym hodnotamprostrednictyompodpory rodiny śkolou, [w:] Vplyv vycho- 
yy na tvzvoj osobnosti s akcentom na źivot v európskom sploćenstve, Bratislava 2004, s. 143.



mother and father. Mutual relationship between parents strongly effects the psychics 
of the child, istattitude to the environment. Family that is formed by father, mother 
and children, it can not be replaced by anything else, and this is the basie requirement 
of successful educational effect.10

School is a remarkable social institution, that performs primary its task by 
education and upbringing, managing of young generation; it prepares this generation 
for life and work in the society. The influence of school and social environment on 
a child and an adolescent is mainly positive. For child development it is determined 
personality of a teacher 11 and also reactions of school on found asocial behaviorof 
one or more children. At first a teacher is the most remarkable personality at school. 
Later the relationship with classmates and solidarity with them is móre important.

Children start to form in the classroom their own „subculture”, which is many 
times typical with unusual language, altitudes and habits. In some cases these sub- 
groups can be the beginning of asocial groups. A  teacher and his or her lack of activity 
can cause the creation of such groups, respectively elear preferences or lack of interest 
between students. The Lack of teacher’s interest or aggression can be in the classroom 
the opportunity for victimization.

Higher riskof social failure can be found among children who have bad marks, 
higher poteiltional of aggressiveness, eventually they are „connected” with potent 
ional asocial influences (play rooms, alcohol, drugs and criminal gangs). Child with 
asocial features of behavior disturbs normal development of educational process 
andbecomes a destructive element in school environment. Negative reactions from 
teachers’ side eventually the distance from classmates’ side, mainly not sufficient 
motivation to study from family side, lead the students to absenteeism, failure at 
school and looking for different groups out of school, where more possibilities of 
self realization are to be found.12

Natural forms of children and youth socializing are the same age groups having 
remarkable influence from the point of their self-sufficiency and degreasing depen- 
dency on adults. Their influence can be positive but also negative. Among frustrated 
children with Iow support from their family it is probable that the necessity of the 
same age group acceptance will be much stronger than by children with good family 
background. The leader of the group has a big influence on these children; he is using 
them.

In the society, which we are living in, there is an unwritten rule that the lifestyle 
of richer groups is pressed on young and adult from all society groups because of 
media and advertisement. The joumey up the social chart reąuires ąuality education, 
position at work, suitable group of friends and so on. Socially handicapped adult pe
ople, who do not need financial and social capital, look for other ways how to reach 
faster apparently the same aim and social success. This is the way how are different

10 J. M adliak (et al.), Kriminológia, KoSice 1993, s. 38-80.
11D. M achaćik, Historia etiky vychovy a jej odraz v sućasnych poźiadavkach na osobnost' ućitela, Zbor- 

nik z pracovnćho seminara ORGANIZAĆNA KULTURA OZBROJENYCH SIL SLOVENSKEJ REPUBL1KY, 
Bratislava 9. septembra 2005 & Zbomik z medzinarodnej vojensko-vedeckej konferencie ETIKA V PRIPRAVE 
A ĆINNOSTIVOJENSKYCH PROFESIONALOV, Liptovsky MikulaS 7, októbra 2005, Śtab personalnehó manaź- 
mentu GŚ OS SR 2005, s. 189.

12 J. H roncova, Sociológia vvc/iovy. Żilina: IPV, 1997, ŝ. 75-76.



criminal groups for example the gangs of gypsy pocket picking, drugs dealers and 
others are created.

Remarkable factor is free time of children and youth. Whentheir free time is not 
organized it leads to the negative phenomenon in free time of children and youth.

In this case we must underline big influence of media, mainly television or 
video that has bęcome the most watched mean of information, but also the mean 
of entertainment and education. According to the results of children survey at the 
age from 10 to 14, more than 50% of their free time they spend by watching media. 
Television gives children and adults borderless possibilities to study all spectrum of 
„criminal behavior”.

From the above found out information we can say that upbringing is more 
important than education. Education as the process of human knowledge and cultu- 
re transformation is not a problem. The problem is upbringing, the transmittion of 
cultural, sensitive, motivation culture and orientation on the values on the following 
generation.

The aim of every society should be the care of young generation and forma- 
tion of conditions for its harmonie development.13 Considering that children do not 
have enough experience and they can not orientate in different activities, theyneed 
sensitive leadership. It should not be violent; offered activities should be attractive 
and different. The rate of influence depends on the children age and on their mental 
and social conditions. Valuable and constant whole life interests positively influence 
partnership and upbringing of children in the family.

The most important part in the prevention before delinąuency plays upbringing 
and educational praxis in the family or at school. Family and school can avoid delin
ąuency by preventive educational activity. In the family and mainly school education 
it is necessary for children to form positive relationship towards work, to lead them 
in value orientation and teach the youth about parenthood.

It is necessary to pay special attention to the children and youth coming from 
„endangered’’ family environment, children living in the housing estates without civil 
facilities and other risk groups, which cannot be influenced by family and school.
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